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Outcomes / Results

This research effort advances modeling capabilities of the real-time ADCIRC Prediction
System (APS) for predicting hazards and potential impacts from tropical and extratropical
cyclones on critical infrastructure and communities in the U.S. The APS is currently based
on the coupled ADCIRC-SWAN framework[1]. Recent improvements in WAVEWATCH III
(WW3) wave model numerics and shallow water physics[2] make WW3 a strong candidate
to replace the traditional SWAN model in APS. A flexible coupling application for ADCIRC
and WW3 has been developed[3] at NOAA, but it has not been implemented outside the
NOAA high-performance computing machines. The implementation of this new coupling
system at RENCI computing clusters will provide opportunities to advance wave coupling
framework based on the ADCIRC-WAVEWATCH III modeling system and add surface wave
effects on storm surges not currently in the APS.

Successful implementation of the coupled ADC-WW3-NEMS system:
Hurricane Florence (2018) test case

Approach / Methodology
I. An ESMF Based Flexible Coupling Application
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Map showing the the 6-hourly track
of Hurricane Florence (2018) and
NOAA tide gauge stations
• Simulations of water level at four NOAA tide gauge
stations to the right of Florence landfall locations
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A Driver has one or more child components and
is responsible for coordinating their initialization
sequence and driving them through a
customizable run sequence.

Model

A Model “cap” wraps a geophysical model code
with standard initialization and run methods so it
can be plugged into a Driver.

Connecto
r

performs standard communication operations,
in parallel, between other components, such
as grid remapping and redistribution of data.

• Simulations of water level at four NOAA tide gauge
stations to the left of Florence landfall locations

Introducing sea-state dependent Cd as a coupling parameter

How does it work?

Driver

• To couple ADCIRC and WAVEWATCH III, a flexible ESMF/NUOPC based
coupling application under the NEMS modeling framework has been
installed and implemented successfully on RENCI high performance
computers.
• With the unstructured WW3 configuration, we found that in coastal
waters (<30 m) the magnitude of the enhanced drag coefficient on the
left tropical cyclone quadrant is very sensitive to the model time step

What is it?
This application (ADC-WW3-NWM-NEMS) is essentially a software wrapper around atmospheric, wave
and storm surge models that enables its components communicate seamlessly, and efficiently to run in
massively parallel environments. [3]
Three basic building blocks in NUOPC

Conclusions
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• a smaller time step is needed for the wave spectrum to converge as
water depth decreases. This time step can be ~100x smaller than
that used for open ocean.
• This sensitivity reflects that the magnitude of Cd in the left
quadrant of TC is sensitive to simulation of wind seas generated by
offshore wind.
• Coupling parameters between the WW3 model and the atmospheric
cap has been established and are ready to be used to couple
WAVEWATCH III with an atmospheric model such as the URI hurricane
boundary layer model.

Solution converging from
600s à 60s à 30s à
15s à 7.5s

Note: WW3 implicit scheme uses the same time step for the entire unstructured mesh.

• sensitivity of the sea-state dependent Cd to the time step
used in unstructured & implicit WW3 model simulations,
especially for Cd in the left quadrant of the TC.

Materials adopted from: https://earthsystemmodeling.org/nuopc/
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ESMF: Earth System Modeling Framework (see ref. [5]); NUOPC: The National Unified Operational Prediction Capability; NEMS: NOAA Environmental Modeling System

II. Coupling Design of the ADCIRC-WW3-HBL-NEMS system
Collaborating with NOAA storm surge and WW3 teams, we
introduce extra coupling parameters (highlighted in red)
into their existing ADC-WW3-NWM-NEMS system.
• These parameters are derived from the sea-state
dependent drag coefficient[3]
• They are used to couple WW3 to ADCIRC, and WW3 to
an atmospheric model.
In future work, a hurricane boundary layer model (HBL) will
be introduced to receive coupling parameters from WW3.
This will incorporate surface wave effects on the hurricane
wind vectors.
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